Abstract-In recent years, several automatic segmentation methods have been proposed for blood vessels in retinal fundus images, ranging from using cheap and fast trainable filters [1] to complicated neural networks and even deep learning [2] [3] [4] .
INTRODUCTION
The inspection of the blood vessel tree in the fundus, which is the interior surface of the eye opposite to the lens, is important in the determination of various cardiovascular diseases. This can be done manually by ophthalmoscopy, which is an effective method of analysing the retina. However, it has been suggested that using fundus photographs is more reliable than ophthalmoscopy [1] . Additionally, these images can be used for automatic identification of the blood vessels, which can be a difficult task due to obstacles such as low contrast with the background, narrow blood vessels and various blood vessel anomalies. A segmentation method with high accuracy can serve as a significant aid in diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, as it highlights the blood vessel tree in the fundus.
In recent years, several segmentation methods have been proposed for the automatic segmentation of blood vessels, ranging from using cheap and fast trainable filters [1] to complicated neural networks and even deep learning [2] [3] [4] .
One example of a filted-based segmentation method is BarCombination Of Shifted Filter Responses, in short B-COSFIRE [1] . In this approach we train the image filter with example prototype patterns, to which the filter becomes selective by finding points in a Difference of Gaussian response on circles around the center with large intensity variation. Azzopardi et al. used two prototype patterns for the segmentation: One for bars and one for bar-endings. The filter achieves rotation invariance by rotating the points of interest for the prototype patterns, yielding a filter that is selective for these vessel orientations as well.
In section 2 we discuss the theory behind the filter-based method B-COSFIRE in more detail. We then discuss supervised vessel segmentation methods that are based on machine learning in section 3. In section 4 we describe our set-up for experiments with B-COSFIRE on a recent dataset that contains retinal images acquired with a camera based on Scanning Laser Ophtalmoscopy (SLO) technology and we discuss the results in section 5. Based on the study and the results of the experiments we then discuss the advantages-and disadvantages of the discussed methods.
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B-COSFIRE
In this section we discuss B-COSFIRE in more detail. The method is based on the Combination Of Shifted FIlter REsponses, which is a trainable filter used for interest point detection, as described in [6] . The filter is trained in a training stage in which it is configured to be selective to specific prototype patterns. The B-COSFIRE method is a specific case of COSFIRE, in which the B stands for "bar". The filter is trained using vessel-like prototype patterns, which allows it to be selective for such structures. Azzopardi et al. proposed two B-COSFIRE filters: The symmetric filter, which is suitable for bars, and the asymmetric filter, suitable for bar endings. In the following, we briefly discuss the method as outlined in [1] .
The B-COSFIRE filtering method proceeds in a number of stages, which are roughly divided in training each filter with a prototype pattern in order for the filter to become selective for its prototype pattern, pre-processing the retinal input image in order to enhance contrast of the vessels and the actual filtering, which yields the final output response. The response is thresholded to obtain a binary image, in which for each pixel in the response a gray value above the threshold is shown as a white pixel (1) indicating "vessel", and a gray value below the threshold is shown as black indicating "non-vessel". This yields the typical vessel tree image shown in Figure 1 .
In the next sections we discuss the stages mentioned above in more detail. 2.1 Training a filter using a prototype pattern Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filters are used to detect changes in intensity.
(1) The response by applying a DoG filter as in Equation 1 to an image f is defined as the convolution of f with the filter kernel in Equation 1:
The selectivity of a B-COSFIRE filter is automatically configured by presenting the filter with a prototype pattern. Then, a number of concentric circles are put around the filter's center of support and the points on these circles with a high intensity variation are determined, called the points of interests. One such point is described by a triple (σ , ρ, φ ), where σ is the standard deviation of the DoG filter that contributed this point, ρ is the radius of the circle that this point lies on and φ is the angle with respect to the center of support. The training of one prototype pattern yields a set of triples S = {(σ i , ρ i , φ i ) i = 1, ..., n} describing n points of interest.
In Figure 2a we see an example of how selectivity is obtained for a vertical bar pattern. The center point is surrounded by two circles. On each circle two local maxima in the DoG response are found, where two are above the center point and the other two below the center point. For this reason we call this the symmetric filter. In Figure 2b an example is shown of the configuration of a bar-ending. In this case two points above the center point are marked as local maxima in the DoG response. This filter we call asymmetric. ar as prototype pattern, such as the one shown in Fig. 3a . We hoose the center point, labeled by '1' in Fig. 4 , and in an automatic rocess we analyse its local neighbourhood as described below.
We apply a center-on DoG filter with a given r to the prototype put pattern. We then consider the DoG filter responses c r ðx; yÞ long a number (in general k) of concentric circles around the enter point (labelled by '1' in Fig. 4 ). The positions along these cirles at which these responses reach significant local maxima are e positions of the points that characterize the dominant intensity ariations around the point of interest. For the considered example, ere are two such positions for each of the two circles. These oints are labelled from '2' to '5' in Fig. 4 . The number of such oints depends on the number k of concentric circles we consider nd the specified prototype pattern.
In the proposed B-COSFIRE filter, every point i that is selected ith the method mentioned above is described by a tuple of three arameters ðr i ; q i ; / i Þ : r i represents the standard deviation of the oG filter that responds most strongly and that provides the input, hile q i and / i are the polar coordinates with respect to the center f support of the B-COSFIRE filter.
We denote by S ¼ fðr i ; q i ; / i Þ j i ¼ 1; . . . ; ng the set of 3-tuples of B-COSFIRE filter, where n stands for the number of considered oG responses. In Eq. (3) we report the parameter values of a set that are determined by the automatic analysis of the input attern shown in Fig. 4 
ide) and (b) the corresponding response image of a center-on DoG filter (here ¼ 2:6). (a) Symmetric filter binary images with the ones that are manually segmented by the first observer as ground truth.
Pre-processing
For our experiments we only consider the green channel of retinal images. This decision is supported by previous works Due to the strong contrast around the FOV of the retinal images, the pixels close to the circumference might cause the detection of false vessels. Thus, we use the pre-processing algorithm proposed by Soares et al. (2006) to smoothen the strong contrast around the circular border of the FOV area. It uses a region of interest (ROI) determined by the FOV-mask of the retina. For the images in the DRIVE data set we use the provided FOV-mask images to determine the initial ROI. Since the STARE and the CHASE_DB1 data sets do not provide the FOV-mask images, we compute them by thresholding 2 the luminosity plane of the CIELab 3 version of the original RGB image.
Next, we dilate the border in the following iterative procedure. In the first iteration, we consider every black pixel that lies just on the exterior boundary of the FOV-mask. We then replace every such pixel with the mean value of the pixels of its 8-neighbours 
. The response images are inverted for clarity reasons. 2 The thresholds are 0.5 and 0.1 for the STARE and CHASE_DB1 data sets, respectively. 3 CIELab is a color space specified by the International Commission on Illumination.
(b) Asymmetric filter As the selectivity of the filter directly depends on the specified prototype patterns, by training with the two prototype patterns in Figure 2 the filter is only selective for vertical bars and bar-endings. To achieve selectivity also for other vessel orientations, we could train bar prototype patterns with more orientations. A more easy and efficient way to achieve rotation invariance is to transform the set of points S that were found for the vertical bar patterns to a new set:
where ψ is the angle of the orientation of the bar for which the set R ψ (S) is selective. In the symmetric case, by taking ψ = , we obtain a filter that, including the original vertical bar orientation, becomes selective for 12 bar orientations. In the asymmetric case we must naturally consider 24 orientations, as in this case a rotation by π gives rise to a different orientation due to the asymmetry.
Pre-processing the retinal image
We follow the pre-processing steps as discussed by Azzopardi et al. Previous works have shown that the green channel of RGB images defines the contrast between vessels and the background better than the red channel, which has low contrast, or the blue channel, which shows a small dynamic range [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, we only use the green channel for the segmentation. The Field Of View (FOV) masks are provided with the dataset, and we smooth the borders around the FOV to ensure there will be no false positives in these areas because of the high contrast. The dataset IOSTAR also comes with masks that indicate the Optic Disc (OD) in the retina. We use these masks instead of the normal FOV masks to ensure that segmentation will not take place inside the OD, since the ground truth images do not have a specified segmentation inside the OD area as well, which gives rise to a better comparison. In the last step the contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization is applied. The output of the pre-processing stage for the retinal image of Figure 1a is given in Figure 3b . The resulting green channel of a retinal image after pre-processing is applied as described in subsection 2.2.
Filter application
We have shown how a B-COSFIRE filter can achieve selectivity for specific bar patterns, by selecting points around center of support of the filter with a high intensity variation. We have also shown how from there, rotation-invariance can be easily achieved by rotating the points of interest by angles ψ. We have shown how this works for two prototype patterns that give rise to a symmetric-and an asymmetric bar filter. In order to achieve a more tolerant filter and also a ranking of the points of interest according to their importance such that the points more closely to the center point get a higher weight, the DoG responses are blurred with a Gaussian G σ (x , y ). Because closer points need to get more weight, the standard deviation of the Gaussian is defined in terms of ρ i , the radius of the circle on which the point of interest lies:
where σ 0 is a constant for the base standard deviation and α is the rate at which the standard deviation increases. Therefore, the higher α, the more tolerant the filter becomes. The DoG responses are moved to the center of the filter support by shifting with (∆x i = −ρ i cos φ i , ∆y i = −ρ i sin φ i ). The ith blurred and shifted DoG response then becomes:
where we consider a neighborhood around the points of interest of −3σ ≤ x , y ≤ 3σ . As we can see, the maximum weighted response is the value we assign to s σ i ,ρ i ,φ i (x, y). Now at each pixel of the input image, each trained B-COSFIRE filter is applied by multiplying the now obtained blurred and shifted DoG responses in the set S in the following way:
where we obtain r s (x, y) for the symmetric filter response and r a (x, y) for the asymmetric filter response. As a small sidenote, Equation 6 shows exactly why the filter is called COSFIRE: The response is a combination, which refers to the product, of shifted filter responses, which refers to the shifts of the filter responses by (∆x i , ∆y i ) to the center of the B-COSFIRE filter support. The sum of the symmetric-and the asymmetric filter r as (
ALTERNATIVE METHODS
The algorithms for segmenting blood vessels in retinal fundus images can be divided in supervised and unsupervised methods. B-COSFIRE is an example of an unsupervised approach to vessel segmentation. Supervised methods first train on a set of example images with their ground truth segmentation provided. [12] discusses several blood vessel detection methods that were published by 2012. In this section, we discuss a few of these methods and compare them with each other. Table 1 , Table 2 and Table 3 show some performance metrics of the methods we discuss.
Deep Neural Networks
One can use deep neural networks to extract blood vessels from a fundus image. Deep neural networks are neural networks with many (hidden) layers. Liskowski et al. [3] use deep learning to identify blood vessels in fundus images. The deep learning algorithm is the error back-propagation algorithm extended with dropout [13] . The error back-propagation algorithm is a common algorithm in the field of neural networks. To classify pixels as being either vessel or non-vessel, a patch of m × m pixels is used, centred at the pixel. The neural network is fed with a triple of such patches. Each of those patches is at the same location, but each patch is from one of the three RGB channels. As a result, this method uses all three RGB channels to determine whether a pixel belongs to a blood vessel or not. This is in contrast to the filter-based method B-COSFIRE, which only uses the green channel as if it were a grey scale image [1] , for reasons discussed in subsection 2.2.
For their experiments, Liskowski et al. use multiple configurations. Table 1 and Table 2 show metrics for the two configurations they found best. Furthermore, Liskowski et al. used structured prediction, an approach which also uses the neighbourhood of a pixel for the classification process. Separate results for the two best configurations using structured prediction are also shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . Please refer to [3] for a detailed description of the configurations with and without structured prediction.
Ensemble classification-based approach
Fraz et al. [2] use an ensemble classifier of boosted and bagged decision trees. In short, they use multiple classifiers to classify the pixels and take a majority vote to determine whether a pixel is a vessel or 
Fully Connected Conditional Random Field Model
Orlando et al. [4] use conditional random fields (CRFs). In contrast to normal classifiers, CRFs do not classify 'objects' purely based on the object. Note that word 'object' here can mean anything, like individual pixels or what activity belongs to an image. For example, for classifying that an image, from a sequence of snapshots of someone's life, displays an activity, it can be useful to know which activity was classified before. CRFs work with graphs. Orlando et al. use a fully connected CRF (FC-CRF) where each pixel, being a node in the graph of the CRF, is linked to every other pixel. This has the advantage that the method can take long-range interactions between pixels into account, instead of only neighbouring information, which results in an improvement of the segmentation accuracy of the method [4] . Similar to the B-COSFIRE method, this method only uses the green channel of the RGB image for the blood vessel segmentation.
EXPERIMENTS
To study the performance of the filter-based B-COSFIRE method discussed in section 2, we experiment with the method on a recent retinal image dataset. In this section we report on the parameters that we use and how we evaluate the resulting segmentation. Table 3 : Results on the CHASE dataset
Training parameters
A major advantage of the B-COSFIRE method is that the parameters are quite intuitive, so one can estimate a good set of parameter values for (σ , ρ, σ 0 , α). In any case, the parameters must be carefully chosen, as the images of different retinal image dataset have varying properties. The parameters that are to be determined are:
• σ : The standard deviation of the outer Gaussian function in the DoG filter. Intuitively, the higher the detail in the image, i.e., the higher the resolution, the greater σ needs to be to still detect blood vessels with high accuracy, since they are made up of more pixels in high resolution images.
• ρ: The set of radii of the concentric circles surrounding the filter's center of support.
• σ 0 : The base standard deviation of the Gaussian weighting function used for blurring the DoG responses, to allow for some tolerance in the position of the found points (See Equation 4).
• α: Parameter α that determines the standard deviation of the Gaussian used for blurring the DoG responses. The higher α, the more the standard deviation grows for larger concentric circles (See Equation 4).
To determine optimal (σ , ρ, σ 0 , α), we split the datasets into a training set and a validation set. We use the training set for finding a good set of (σ , ρ, σ 0 , α) and validate the decision on the entire dataset. We limit the search space of (σ , ρ, σ 0 , α) by results found on specific datasets in previous research, such as the results of Azzopardi et al., in which for instance optimal values of σ were found for certain resolutions, and this hints us to the region in which the optimal value of σ is likely to reside. The procedure for determining the parameter values can then be summarized as follows:
1. Split the dataset into an equal sized training set and a validation set, each consisting of n images.
2. For a search space of (σ s , ρ s , σ 0s , α s ) which depends on the properties of the dataset, take the filter corresponding to this combination of parameters and filter all n training images with this filter obtaining n response images.
3. Iterate over a range of threshold t ∈ [0, 1] with intervals of 0.01. For each threshold t, segment all n response images according to Eq. (7). This yields n binary images with the vessel segmentation.
4. Having obtained these n binary images, we can compare all n images with the ground truth vessel segmentation images. Each vessel segmentation for one image f obtained from the filter and threshold combination paired with the ground truth segmentation of image f yields a confusion matrix, as observable in Table  4 . We then compute for each of these n confusion matrices the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), which is directly computable from the corresponding confusion matrix as only quantities from the confusion matrix are used:
The MCC is particularly suitable for the assessment of binary classifiers, and can even be used if there is a disbalance between the number of datapoints, in this case pixels, per class. In our use case, the MCC is therefore suitable as vessel segmentation is a binary classification problem with a disbalance between classes, as there are naturally more non-vessel pixels compared to vessel pixels. Having computed the MCC for the responses of all training images thresholded with the current threshold, we average this set of MCC values. After that we consider the next threshold by going to step 4 and compute the new average MCC. In Classifier: Vessel Classifier: Non-Vessel GT: Vessel TP FN GT: Non-Vessel FP TN Table 4 : Confusion matrix: The classifier output (the thresholded filter response) is on the horizontal access. On the vertical access is the Ground Truth, which is the assessment of an expert that manually annotates all the pixels in the image as either vessel or non-vessel. Table 5 : The parameters used for the symmetric-and the asymmetric filter used for segmentation of blood vessels in the images of the IOSTAR dataset.
the end, the combination of parameters (σ , ρ, σ 0 , α) along with a threshold t that yields the best average MCC on the training set are the parameters that we will use for segmentation of blood vessels in the entire dataset.
For the best set of filter parameters obtained from the above procedure, we store for each threshold t the corresponding average T PR and FPR over the segmented training images. By plotting the obtained values of T RP against FPR, we get a so-called ROC curve. The threshold t that gave the best average MCC value over the segmented training images is the threshold we use for the segmentation of the images in the validation set, and possible future images that are obtained with the same parameters as for the dataset under consideration.
Datasets
The retinal images in the IOSTAR dataset were obtained using Scanning Laser Ophtalmoscopy (SLO) [5] , [18] . In 2015, the dataset was one of the first publicly available retinal datasets of which the data was obtained using this technique. The resolution of the images are 1024 × 1024. Based on results presented by Azzopardi et al., which show an expected positive correlation between resolution and σ , we limit the search space to σ = [4.8, 4.9, ..., 5.1]. We choose ρ max = 20 as the maximum radius of the concentric circles, and following Azzopardi et al. we increment the circles by 2 pixels. Therefore the radii of the circles that are considered are ρ = [0, 2, 4, ..., 20]. σ 0 is limited to σ 0 = {1, 2, 3} and α to α = {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.7}. Once we choose the combination of parameters for the symmetric filter that yields the best average MCC over the images in the training set, we fix these parameters and search for a good combination of parameters for the asymmetric filter. Note that we know in advance that vessel endings are usually thinner, and therefore we search for σ a in a value range that is strictly smaller than the obtained σ s .
RESULTS
In Figure 5 the ROC curve is traced out for the segmentation of the training images in the IOSTAR dataset with the set of parameters in Table 5 , using the manually segmented ground truth images as the correct classification against which the filter segmentation is compared. The threshold with the highest average MCC value is also indicated, which turns out to be a threshold of 35. In Table 6 we see the resulting AUC value and also the segmentation accuracy corresponding with the best threshold. In Figure 4 we see an original IOSTAR training image alongside the segmented image using the filter parameters in Table 5 and threshold t = 35. In line with the good performance metrics, we can also see that the resulting segmentation is quite accurate in the sense that the main vessel tree has been segmented correctly and even the tinier vessels are for the most part in the segmentation.
From an experiment in [1] on the DRIVE retinal image dataset, it has been established that the parameter α is the most sensitive parameter, i.e., a correct configuration of this parameter is most determinant Right: The corresponding segmentation using the trained B-COSFIRE filters with parameters specified in Table 5 and threshold t = 35. for the performance of the segmentation. Here we perform a similar experiment for the IOSTAR dataset: From the parameter values as listed in Table 5 for the symmetric filter, we inspect the sensitivity of each parameter at a time by changing the parameter value by steps of 0.1 from the optimal value and keeping the rest of the parameters at their optimal values. We then compare the resulting 30 MCC values with the 30 MCC values obtained for the optimal parameter values in Table 5 by a two-tailed paired t-test with significance level p = 0.05. We regard the obtained MCC values to be significantly different from the optimal MCC values if p < 0.05. The t-values for which this is true are bold-faced in Table 7 .
As can be see in Table 7 , the parameters have a different level of sensitivity. From our experiments, the parameter α turns out to be the most sensitive parameter. By a small change the t-statistic changes considerably and we found that even a change of 0.1 yields a significantly different segmentation performance. We observe that the parameters σ 0 or σ are less sensitive, as the change in t-value is smaller compared to the case of α. However, we notice that the σ parameter is more sensitive when it is increased from σ = 4.8 than if it is decreased. The reverse is true for σ 0 : It is less sensitive when increased AUC MCC Accuracy Se Sp IOSTAR 0.9519 0.6979 0.9419 0.7705 0.9613 Table 6 : IOSTAR segmentation accuracy with the parameters specified in Table 5 , using the segmentation threshold t = 35. Table 7 : An experiment to study the sensitivity of the parameters σ 0 , σ and α for a symmetric B-COSFIRE filter on the 30 images of the IOSTAR dataset. Each row compares the 30 MCC values for the optimal parameters with the 30 MCC values for the parameter values for the corresponding row. Each row indicates the t-statistic after changing the parameter value by the offset in the first column from the optimal parameter value and keeping the remaining two parameters at their optimal values. Bold-faced are the t-values for which the nullhypothesis is rejected with significance level p < 0.05. from σ 0 = 3 and more sensitive when decreased. The result that α is the most sensitive parameter is in line with the result in [1] .
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this contribution we discussed various methods for the automatic segmentation of vessels in retinal fundus images. In this section we discuss how they perform compared to the B-COSFIRE method and our insights about the B-COSFIRE method.
Deep Neural Networks
Given the results of Liskowski et al., their neural network aproach performs better than B-COSFIRE in general. In all cases, the neural network achieves a higher AUC value than B-COSFIRE. However, in terms of accuracy and specificity, B-COSFIRE does outperform the balanced configuration of the network on the DRIVE and STARE dataset. For the CHASE dataset, the neural network outperforms B-COSFIRE.
However, in terms of training, the B-COSFIRE method is cheaper, as Liskowski et al. report that training the network can take up to 8 hours on a single GPU. However, training times are not interesting for the end user, as one usually does not need to train the classifier for each new image. To classify an image, the neural network needs 92 seconds using a high end GPU. So, for end users with low end hardware and a limited budget, the B-COSFIRE method could be a better choice in terms of time, because the B-COSFIRE method only needs 10 seconds on a 2 GHz CPU. However, if the hardware or budget is available, the neural network is suitable, because we consider 92 seconds still an acceptable time, given the experiment results.
Ensemble classification-based approach
Compared to the B-COSFIRE method, the method of Fraz et al. is more accurate when tested on the three datasets (DRIVE, STARE and CHASE), however, the B-COSFIRE method has a higher sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR), i.e. B-COSFIRE is more able to detect vessel pixels. The method of Fraz et al. performs better than B-COSFIRE, but the B-COSFIRE is faster. B-COSFIRE only needs 10 seconds to process an image from the DRIVE or STARE datasets whereas the ensemble classification method needs 2 minutes.
The method of Fraz et al. performs slightly better than B-COSFIRE, but requires expensive training with retinal fundus images. The parameters of the B-COSFIRE method must either be tweaked manually by hand or be determined using a training set of the images. Based on experiments with the intuitive parameters of B-COSFIRE, manually tweaking the parameters quickly yields a good performance which is a major advantage of the B-COSFIRE method.
Fully Connected Conditional Random Field Model
Orlando et al. did not provide AUC and accuracy metrics, therefore, we only use the sensitivity and specificity to compare the Fully Connected Conditional Random Field method with B-COSFIRE. As it turns out, there is no winner. For the DRIVE dataset, Orlando et al. achieve higher sensitivity, but lower specificity. For the STARE dataset, it is the other way around and for the CHASE dataset, Orlando et al. achieve also less sensitivity and more specificity.
B-COSFIRE
Furthermore, we have studied the inner workings of the B-COSFIRE method and subsequently applied the method for a set of parameters to the recent IOSTAR dataset. We have seen that B-COSFIRE could achieve an accurate and fast segmentation on this dataset.
B-COSFIRE has turned out to be a fast trainable filter-based method that can definitely compete with much more complex methods that are based on machine learning methods like neural networks, that take a considerable amount of time to train. Given the complexity of those methods and B-COSFIRE's potential to compete well and its intuitive parameters, B-COSFIRE could even be the preferred method to use, especially when having less computational power at hand.
Other fields and future work
Segmentation methods like the ones we have discussed in this paper are not solely useful for blood vessel segmentation. In fact, one could use these methods to segment rivers from satellite images, segment the nerves of a leaf, to find cracks in concrete structures, in fact these methods could provide useful in all applications in which elongated structures need to be segmented.
For future work, any of these methods could be extended to not only extract the blood vessel tree but to also detect obstacles that could impede the blood flow. An additional benefit of B-COSFIRE is that its selectivity is not pre-programmed into the method itself but it is achieved by prototype patterns on which the filter is automatically configured. This gives the possibility to extend the filter's selectivity to all kinds of more complex structures which gives rise to applications other than vessel segmentation alone.
